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!t Semester B.C.A. Examination, October/Novembet 2022
(NEP Scheme)

COMPUTER APPLICATION (PaPer- ll)
Discrete Mathematical Structures

Time : 2/z Hours

lnstruction : Answer all Sedions.

SECTION _A

l. Answer any six questions :

1) What is a proposition ? Give an example.

2) In how many ways four boys can be seated on a bench ?

3) State principle of Mathematical lnduction.

4) Give the truth table lor implication.

5) Find the symmetric difference of {1,3,5} and {1,2,3}.
6) What is a Null matrix ? Give an example.
7) Define a diagonal matrix. Give an example.
8) Define Graph lsomorphism.

9) Find the adjoinr of A = [2 1l
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SECTION _ Bll. Answer any four questions :

10) ,) Write the conversrstatement e, inverse and contra positive of the conditional
" The home team wins

,, 
fiil:ff:u;;;HiJ::Tffil.#pos t ons and show rhat
a) pv(qnr)

b) (pvq)n(pvr)
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13) Show that for all n > 1 , 12+22+32+

mathematical induction.

'14) Solve using Crame/s Rule

3x+Y+z=3

2x + 2Y+ 5z= -1

x -3Y -42 = 2'
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11) i) ls the lunction f(x)=x+1 from the sot of integers to the set of
integers is one-one ?

ii) Find how many arrangements can tle made with the letters of
word "MATHEMATICS". ln how many of them the vowels occur
together ?

12) ln how many ways can a football team clf 11 players selected from

15 players ? How many of these will

i) lnclude one particular player ?

ii) Exclude one particular player ?

.....+,2 = 
n(n + 1)_(2n + 1) ,"'nn
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15) Draw the digraph corresponding to the nratrix

SECTION _ C

lll. Answer any three questions :

16) Derive the recurrence relation for Tower ol Hanoi Problem'

1fl Solve the recurrence relation

an - 4an-., + 43,-r= Owhere ao='l 'a1=3'

18) Find the coefficient ol xoy3 in the expansion ot (x+2y) '
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1 9) A certain computer center employs 1 00 programmers out of these47 can prosram tn ron^rnefr, s;i"?[dcnL,20 in coBol,23 in FoHTRAN and pASCAL, ri i, cobbifno ronrneN, 11 inPASCAL and CoBoL. no* many can Jo 
"]i 

lim"r" tanguages ?
20) i) Find the rank of the matrix

^=1"
ls
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ii) Determine whether the relation with the directed graph is anequivalence relation.
L
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